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This isn’t a new idea…

“As market share increases, a business is likely to have a higher 

profit margin, a decline in marketing costs as a percentage of 

sales, higher quality, and higher priced products.”

-Harvard Business Review, 1975



“CHEAT” SCALE
by defining a narrow market



When you don’t have the 
resources to be everything to 
everyone, having a narrower 
product strategy helps ensure 
that your product is fantastic 
for someone

More compelling product
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~$40B Global ERP Market
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~$2B

Pest

Business needs

• Accounting

• Sales

• HR

Pest needs

• Scan bait boxes

• Reporting

• Compliance

• Seasonality features

+    Uncluttered

Field service needs

• Geo-track techs

• Intelligent routing

• App works offline

• Text reminders



Focusing on a smaller target 
market limits the number of 
people you need to inform and 
convince. Focus permits you 
to spread the message less 
widely.

Lower customer acquisition cost



“Trying to cross the chasm 
without taking a niche market 

approach is like trying to light a 
fire without kindling.”

Geoffrey A. Moore
Crossing the Chasm







“We would rather have a CrossFit customer in California than a local Chicago 

independent grocery store just because in the grocery store, we’re among the sea 

of competition. Whereas in a CrossFit gym, we were by ourselves.”

-Peter Rahal, Founder RXAR



Stronger expertise

Lower CAC

Less discounting

Lower churn



A small company can mimic 
the operational economies of 
scale of a much larger 
company by defining its 
market narrowly.

Operational efficiency



Do more of the same thing

In manufacturing In software

More volume through each machine Fewer features, all heavily used

Fewer supplier partners
Few integrations, each used by many 

customers

Specialized vs. expert employees
Similar support needs, serviced repeatably by 

automation or lower-level employee



Say more of the same thing

Repeated communication

Repeated communication

Repeated communication

Repeated communication

Repeated communication

Repeated communication

Repeated communication



More Compelling 

Product

Lower Customer 

Acquisition Cost

Greater Operational 

Efficiency



Is your target market 
the right size?



A too-big niche



Your niche is probably too big if…

You’re not #1 or #2
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product



“Me too”

product
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marketing



“Me too”

product

Outgunned in 

sales and 

marketing

Bogged down 

by switching 

costs



Total 

Addressable 

Market

Target

Market



A too-small niche



Your niche is probably too small if…

There isn’t room to grow



Annual 

market 

vend

>

Your 

planned 

growth



Find annual vend by considering:

# of customers who switch providers per year

# of customers who start using a solution per year

# of customers who start-up per year (net)



Your share of vend > Your planned growth

400 Deals each year (vend)

$10K Average deal size

$4M Segment vend

50% Win rate

$2M Potential share of vend

$1M ARR

10% Churn

100% Growth goal

$1.1M Bookings target

Good to grow.
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400 Deals each year (vend)

$20K Average deal size
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400 Deals each year (vend)

$20K Average deal size
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50% Win rate

$2M Potential share of vend
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100% Growth goal

$1.1M Bookings target

Good to grow.
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Not too-big, not too-small target markets

1) New market

2) Fragmented market

3) Inattentive incumbent



“More organizations die of 
indigestion than starvation"

David Packard
Co-founder, Hewlett-Packard



THANK YOU



This presentation (the “Presentation”) has been prepared solely for informational purposes.  The Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the 

solicitation of an offer to purchase any security. The information in this Presentation is not presented with a view to providing investment advice with 

respect to any security, or making any claim as to the past, current or future performance thereof, and Mainsail Management Company, LLC 

(“Mainsail” or “Mainsail Partners”) expressly disclaims the use of this Presentation for such purposes. 

The information herein is based on the speaker’s opinions and beliefs on market strategy and related topics and are not necessarily representative of 

those of Mainsail. There can be no assurance other third-party analyses would reach the same conclusions as those provided herein.  The information 

herein is not and may not be relied on in any manner as, legal, tax, business or investment advice.

Certain information contained in this Presentation has been obtained from published and non‐published sources prepared by other parties, which in 

certain cases have not been updated through the date hereof. While such information is believed to be reliable for the purposes of this Presentation, 

neither Mainsail nor the speaker assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information and such information has not been 

independently verified by either of them.  The Presentation will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes 

available, or circumstances existing or changes occurring after the date hereof, or for any other reason.  

Third-party images and logos included herein are provided for illustrative purposes only. Inclusion of such images and logos does not imply affiliation 

with or endorsement by such firms or businesses.

Certain information contained herein constitutes “forward-looking statements,” which can be identified by the use of terms such as “may,” “will,” 

“should,” “could,” “would,” “predicts,” “potential,” “continue,” “expects,” “anticipates,” “projects,” “future,” “targets,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” 

“estimates” (or the negatives thereof) or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Forward looking statements are subject to a number of 

risks and uncertainties, which are beyond the control of Mainsail. Actual results, performance, prospects or opportunities could differ materially from 

those expressed in or implied by the forward-looking statements. Additional risks of which Mainsail is not currently aware also could cause actual 

results to differ. In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, you should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements. The 

forward-looking events discussed in this Presentation may not occur. Mainsail undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking 

statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in 

the enclosed materials by Mainsail and no liability is accepted by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of any such information or opinions.


